DRaaS

DRaaS:
Virtual Machine Replication
Disaster Recovery as a Service (DRaaS) from
Mavin uses award-winning Zerto technology to
replicate your VMware virtual machines (VMs) at the
hypervisor level and safely maintain them on standby
on our Mavin Cloud platform, in our state of the art
Data Centres.
Hypervisor level replication keeps your applications
safe as well as your files, making disaster recovery
less complicated and more efficient than traditional
storage array or snapshot based backup. The service
is storage agnostic removing the usual cost barrier of
unnecessarily replacing your hardware which is not
yet out of date.

With continuous, best endeavours replication, an RPO
of minutes, 5 day journalling and support for multi-site
replication DRaaS provides enterprise grade features
and is optimised to work alongside your production
environments without impacting your day to day
business. This means all your data and the applications
needed to run them are replicated quickly and cost
effectively leaving you free to run your business.
By leveraging our enterprise class Mavin Cloud
infrastructure and Zerto’s industry leading software
we can offer this extremely powerful DR solution at
a fraction of the price of hardware based solutions
performing at a similar level. Our OPEX pricing
model means you only pay for what you need with
no upfront hardware costs and no need for over
provisioning. We charge a standby rate when you are
not in failover mode, so you only pay full price when
you are utilising the service.
By procuring DRaaS from us in conjunction with your
other Cloud and Connectivity services, you can reduce
the complexity of your solution, ensure the quality of
your infrastructure and realise further cost savings.

“Since Mavin’s creation in 2005 we have
become recognised as a leading provider
of global ICT services, synonymous with
the delivery of Award Winning,
No-Nonsense, desktop to datacentre
services to a worldwide customer base.”

For more information
please contact us today:
T: +44 (0) 845 612 1155
E: contact@mavin.global
www.mavin.global
www.mavin.global
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Key Benefits:
COST EFFECTIVE
___________________________________________
Combining multiple storage and backup services into
a single device makes it easier to manage, share and
keep your files protected in one place.
STORAGE AGNOSTIC
___________________________________________
With hypervisor replication we are able to replicate
your virtual machines onto N4Cloud from any
storage you have so you can benefit from DRaaS
without needing to invest in new hardware.
PERFORMANCE
___________________________________________
DRaaS will use the resources available to continuously
replicate without using data snapshots, ensuring you
have protected the most recent version of your
data possible without any negative impact on your
production environment.

For more information on
DRaaS or other products and
services we offer please call
our team today: 0845 612
1155 or email us:
contact@mavin.global

SCALABILITY
___________________________________________
Protect as many or as few VMs as you like and only
pay for what you use.

You may also be
interested in:

SECURITY
___________________________________________

l

Your workloads will be on standby in our highly
secure ISO 27001 security certified Data Centres and
protected by rigorous network fire-walling to ensure
your data is safe from intrusion.
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“For us, it is all about developing robust
and lasting relationships with our clients by
delivering outstanding, fit-for-purpose and
innovative solutions.”

Mavin Cloud
Mavin Cloud Backup
Colocation
Network Maintenance Services
Mavin Group Service Levels
Engineer Locations
Engineer Levels
Cisco Comparisons
90 Second Services Overview
Supported Vendors
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Key features:
Enterprise Class Protection
ENTERPRISE CLASS MAVIN CLOUD
___________________________________________
Your workloads will be replicated onto Mavin Cloud
which is deployed utilising Cisco UCS,VMware and
EMC storage and optimised for continuous service
availability.
CONTINUOUS REPLICATION
___________________________________________
Avoiding data snapshots reduces any impact on the
performance of your production environment from
the snapshot process.
BEST ENDEAVOURS REPLICATION
___________________________________________
DRaaS will use the resources available to continuously
replicate giving you the most up to date version of
your workload possible without impacting your other
applications.
JOURNAL-BASED RECOVERY
___________________________________________
A 5 day journal means that you can recover your data
from multiple points in time covering the last 5 days.
MULTISITE REPLICATION
___________________________________________
Replication, protection and migration is supported
across multiple locations to enable you to protect the
data at your remote sites.
RPO OF MINUTES
___________________________________________
The most recent point in time which your data can be
recovered to is typically minutes ago.

VMWare Integration
INTEGRATED WITH VMWARE
___________________________________________
Easy centralised management of your recovery plan
and non-disruptive testing.
MANAGEMENT THROUGH VCENTER
___________________________________________
An additional tab in vCenter makes it easy to see
your replication process, manage VMs and select them
for replication with just one click.
ADVANCED VMWARE FEATURE SETS
___________________________________________
Continue to fully realize the benefits of VMware with
support for VMotion, Storage VMotion, DRS and HA.
VCLOUD DIRECTOR INTEGRATION
___________________________________________
vCloud 5.1 seamless integration including native
support for vApps, Storage Profiles, Org Networks,
Provider vDCs and more.

24/7/365 Technical Support
GOLD SUPPORT
___________________________________________
DraaS is covered by Gold Support which provides
access to our technical support 24/7/365.
EXPERT ENGINEERS
___________________________________________
Our UK based team of dedicated Cloud engineers
are highly qualified and industry certified with years
of experience delivering virtualisation, infrastructure,
storage and network solutions.
FAILOVER SUPPORT
___________________________________________
If you have lost access to vCentre or require a fully
managed service you can activate your Disaster
Recovery plan by contacting Node4 by phone, email
or online at any time of the day or night.

“We recognise that each client has their
own unique business and operational
requirements, therefore we provide an
open partnership where we work with
you, our specialist teams and our chosen
IT service partners to deliver efficient and
effective, tailored service solutions.”
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Key features continued:

PRE-CONFIGURED REPLICATION
___________________________________________

Cost Effective and Scalable

Our UK based team of dedicated engineers are highly
qualified and industry certified with vast experience
in delivering complex network solutions and providing
comprehensive and reliable customer support.

STANDBY RATES
___________________________________________
When you are not utilising your DR workloads you
only pay a percentage cost of the full production
resource.
REPLICATE WHAT YOU NEED
___________________________________________
You decide what you want to replicate so you avoid
unnecessary charges.
OPEX PRICING
___________________________________________
Only pay for what you use with no upfront hardware
costs and no over provisioning.
VIRTUAL PROTECTION GROUPS
___________________________________________
Group your virtual machines and disks into groups
that can be protected and recovered together to
protect entire applications or business processes.

Fast and Easy

RECOVERY REPORTS
___________________________________________
Documentation to prove execution of BC/DR
processes and ensure you keep an audit trail.
SOFTWARE ONLY SOLUTION
___________________________________________
With only software to install you can deploy DRaaS
with no need to change your infrastructure.
FAST RECOVERY
___________________________________________
Recover applications quickly, to meet targets laid out
in DR/BC policies.

Testing
SANDBOX TESTING
___________________________________________
Evaluate how the system responds to infinite
scenarios without impacting your business critical
systems.
TEST BEFORE COMMIT FEATURE
___________________________________________

STORAGE AGNOSTIC
___________________________________________
Whatever storage you use we can replicate your
virtual machines onto Mavin Cloud with no need for
you to replace any hardware.

Confirm that you have selected the correct restore
point before proceeding and making any changes.

SINGLE REMOTE INSTALL
___________________________________________
Get started with a single software install, even for
multisite deployments, minimising the impact on your
business.

“Mavin acknowledges the importance
of gaining recognition for achievement
through the receipt of awards within the
ICT sector.”
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